
Guy said:  
The Florida mess is partly a Republican thing. The Dem Party warned FL Dems that if they moved their primary 
up they wouldn't be seated. So FL's Republican Guv and Legislator moved the primary up. In Michigan the 
Dems have no one to blame but themselves.  
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Guy said:  
Not gonna happen. America is barely ready to elect an African-American. The Democrats would not put an 
African-American and a woman on the ticket at the same time this year. It would be political suicide and doom 
the country to four more years. A McCain / Palin ticket makes a lot more sense. Guy  
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Guy said:  
Anybody to the left of Franco is a leftist in this wacky state. In almost any other state, Gov. Napolitano would be 
a moderate but to the Republicans here she's a card carrying commie sympathizer. Talton a leftist? I don't think 
so. The collapse of the local economy has shown us how right he was. He was the only business columnist at 
the Republic that seemed to understand the business climate here.  
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Guy said:  
Randy does not promote a "Gay agenda," whatever that means, in the Republic newsroom. But based on the 
attitudes expressed here, every decision he makes will likely be seen as promoting some gay agenda.  
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Guy Guffé said:  
I disagree with you on almost everything, but I think you nailed this one. Hillary and her minions (or is Carville 
and his minions?) planned this episode beautifully. And most the mainstream media fell for it. It's not just the 
Republic, all the morning news shows have been proclaiming Clinton's comeback. Kind of disappointing. I think 
a Clinton nomination is the one thing that will guarantee a Republican win in November. President Huckabee 
anyone? Guy  
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Guy said:  
As far as advisors picked based on fealty rather than ability, that's a page straight from the GW Bush playbook.  
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Guy Guufé said:  
Man if you consider that mocking you've got some thin skin. I read it as correcting an error by Mecum. 
Crawford may not be the best reporter at the Rep, but if you're going to be critical, the least you could do is be 
right. Avoir, Guy  
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cathy said:  
I am coming a little to this party. Your bias is showing. The addresses weren't posted by Republic employees, 
they were posted by KPNX worker bees. They are two separate entities with the same corporate ownership. In 
fact Republic managers took the info off the web site (or had it taken off). For your criticism to be valid you 
should post the home info of the KPNX GM and news director. But the truth may get in the way of your agenda.  
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Jack said:  
You're point is? If people are too stupid to check their blindspot before turning they shouldn't be on the road. It's 
a pity the vid doesn't show how many of them were using cell phones, but it did show several crossing multiple 
lanes to make the turn. Shame on them.  
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